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Additional information for some of the activities will be sent in a separate document. Have fun communicating this month!

April
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Connect with a friend Write a note and mail Draw a silly picture Leave a surprise

by calling & talking to a family member for your Mom or Dad note for a member

to them on the phone you haven't seen that will of your family

(no messaging) recently make them smile

Communicate

using

for a family member soldier and tell them facial expressions with nursing home resident or poem out loud thank you note something you want

Make funny faces Write a note to a Practice emotions using Write a note to a Read a short book Write a

with laughter 4-H projects emotion: sad, angry, etc. your day hand signals only

until they burst about one of your others guessing your telling them about to a family member to a teacher

Write a Give someone Write a Play a board game Write a Play a game of Write a

thank you note

to a doctor, nurse to make them feel to a police officer with family members to a farmer/rancher with your family to a firefighter

thank you note a compliment thank you note or outside game thank you note charades

or EMT good about themselves

Watch an old

Storytelling starting thank you note back - one person tells thank you note with family members thinking of you note silent movie

Do Popcorn Write a Two people sit back to Write a Play a card game Write a

time, a tiny gray Sunday School Teacher object - other person

with "Once upon a to a Pastor or the other about an to a trucker to our state governor

Write a nice note Share a 'sunny' Write a letter with each Write a silly or serious Make a May Basket

elephant... must draw the object

hasn't always been and a 'stormy' one word and passing on separate papers & neighbor's door

to someone who part of your day family member writing question & the answer to hang on a

in a 2 minute period Mix, draw, read.

nice to you part of your day to the next person place in separate bowls. tomorrow for May Day


